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Abstract 
If X is a Hurewicz space, then XX 0 @(w + 1) is consistently paracompact. If X is a 
separable Lindelijf space which is not a Hurewicz space, then XX 0 w(w + 1) is nonnormal. 
Assuming Martin’s axiom, there is a Hurewicz subset X of the real line such that 
XX 0 “‘(w + 1) is paracompact but X2 X 0 w(o + 1) is not normal. 
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1. Introduction 
By a space, we mean a regular topological space. If {XJS E S is a collection of 
spaces, then the box product 0 SESXS, of these spaces is the set TISESXS with 
basis consisting of all sets of the form n saSUs, where US is an open set in X,. If 
X, =X for all s E S, then we will write 0 ‘X for 0 SESXS. For the most recent 
results on box products see Lawrence [4,6] and Wingers [171. For excellent surveys 
of the less recent results see van Douwen [15] and Williams [17]. 
In this paper, box products of the form XX Cl i E ,X(i) will be studied, where X 
is LindelGf and X(i) is locally compact and paracompact. A fair amount is known 
about box products of the form q i E o X(i), when the X(i) are as above, but 
relatively little had been known about box products of the type considered in this 
paper. 
* This paper constitutes a part of the authors Ph.D. Thesis, completed under Professor Kenneth 
Kunen at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. I wish to thank professors Kunen and Miller for their 
support. 
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In van Douwen 1141, it is shown that [Ip x •I “(w + 1) is not normal if P is the 
space of irrationals. The fact that P, when seen as ww, is dominating has prompted 
those working on box products to ask if it is necessary that X E Ow be homeomor- 
phic to a dominating set in order for X x q “(w + 1) to be nonnormal (in ZFC). 
Kunen, therefore, asked if XX 0 “(w + 1) is consistently paracompact if X is a 
Sierpiiiski set. A Sierpinski set is always a nondominating subset of Ow. 
In 1924, Menger [181 introduced a property of topological spaces which he 
called property E. Spaces with property E are called “property M spaces” by 
Miller [lo] and “Hurewicz spaces” by Lelek [7]. I will follow Lelek and say that a 
space X is a Hurewicz space if for every sequence (%$ II E w) of open covers of 
X, there is a sequence (Y$ n E w) with V, E [YJ<~ such that X= U nEo U V,. 
It will be shown that if X is a Hurewicz space and 0 i E ,X(i) is a paracompact 
box product of locally compact spaces, then XX 0 iE,X(i) is paracompact. 
Furthermore, if X is a separable Lindelof space which is not a Hurewicz space, 
then XX 0 “(w + 1) is not normal. This will be done in Section 2. 
In Section 3 some theorems about Hurewicz spaces will be proved and some of 
these theorems will be used to produce box product examples in Section 4. 
Perhaps, the most interesting result of this paper is that, assuming Martin’s axiom, 
there is a Hurewicz subset X of the real line such that XX 0 O(o + 1) is 
paracompact but X2 X 0 “(w + 1) is not normal. 
2. Box products and Hurewicz spaces 
Definition. A space X is a Hurewicz space if for every sequence @&: IZ E o) of 
open covers of X, there is a sequence (Fn: n E w) with T E [%nl<o such that 
X= U,,,U%. 
For the purposes of this paper, the following equivalent formulation will be 
useful. 
Lemma 2.1. A space X is a Hurewicz space if and only if for every sequence (S?&: 
n E w) of open covers of X, there is a sequence (“tn: n E w) with Yn E [%$I CO such 
thatX= fl,,,U,..Uolm. 
Proof. (* > Let (2$ n E w) be a sequence of open covers of X. Then, for each 
n E w, (gm: m > n) is a sequence of open covers of X. Since X is a Hurewicz 
space, for each n E w there is a sequence (Y;: m E w) with %$’ E [gml < o and 
X= u,,,uy;. 
If Vm = Ui_Y$ then “tm E[%~]<” and for any ~ZEW and man, lJY:c 
lJ Ym. Therefore, X= lJ m,n lJ Yz c lJ m,n U Ym for all n E o, i.e., X= 
n u,,,ux. IlE” 
((=)Thisistrivialsince ~I~,,U,~,UY~~U,,,LJ~~. 0 
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Definition. Let {X(i)li =,,, be a collection of sets. If x1, x2 E Il,,,X(i), then xlEx, 
if (i E w: x,(i) #x,(i)} is finite. nip, X(i)/E is the set of equivalence classes 
determined by the equivalence relation E. If x E ni,,X(i), then E(x) is the 
equivalence class containing x. If S E &,,X(i), then E(S) = U x ,sE(x). 
Definition. If {X(i))t E o is a collection of topological spaces, then q ,,,X(i)/E is 
the quotient space of •I ie,X(i) determined by E. Denote the quotient map by 
4: q iEWX(i)-, q i,,,X(i)/E. 
Definition. If A(i) GX(i) for i E w, then niso A(i) ~n~,,X(i) is called a cylin- 
der. 
Lemma 2.2. Zf {K(i)}, E o is a collection of compact sets and X is a Hurewicz space, 
thenq:XX Oi,,K(i)+(XX q l,,,K(i))/Eisclosed. 
Proof. Let y = (y(O), y(l), . . . > E III i,,K(i) and 0 2X X E(y) be open. It suffices 
to show that there is an open cylinder V c q i EOK(i) with XX E(y) GX X E(V) 
LO. 
For each i E w and for each x E X let Ui X Vi be an open cylinder such that 
IX)XFIj<iK(j)X{YWIX .** c 17; X Vzi c 0. If gi = {Uj: x E X), then 2$ is an 
open cover of X for each i E w. Since X is a Hurewicz space, there are 
“k E [%J<, with X= lJ ,,,UYm forall nEw. 
Write V;: = {U& . . . , 
w,(j) = n 
Ui;) and let LJ = U vi-. Let wi = Q X l’IjE,~( j>, where 
k <,,V~I(j)). Note that wi is an open cylinder in XX 0 i ,,K(i) and 
Wi G 0 for each i E w. If I/= nj, o n i ( jK( j>, then V is an open cylinder in 
Oieo K(i) and XX E(y) EXX E(V). It will now be shown that XX E(V) c 0. 
Let (x, y’> E X x E(V). Since y’ E E(V) and V is a cylinder, there is an N E o 
such that y’(i) E V(i) for all i > N. Since X = U mbNUm, there is a k 2 N such 
that x E U,. In order to demonstrate that (x, y’) E 0, it suffices to show that 
(x, y’) E W, since W, G 0. 
Since y’(i) E V(i) for i B N and since k > N, y’(i) E V(i) for i & k. Since also 
V(i) G W,(i) for i 2 k, y’(i) E W,(i) for i 2 k. Since &,,W,(i) zIIj,,K(j) x 
b&k)} x *. . , W,(i) = K(i) for i <k and so y’(i) E W,(i) for 0 G i <k as well. 
Thus, we have shown that (x, y’) E U, X FIi,,W,(i) = W, L 0. 0 
Lemma 2.3 (Kunen). Assume that each X(i) is a paracompact space which has an 
open cover S.?L~ such that whenever U(i) E gi for each i E w, CI i E ,u(i) is paracom- 
pact. Then cjiEw X(i) is paracompact . 
Proof. See Kunen [3]. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Zf X is a Hurewicz space and {X(i)Iie, is a collection of locally 
compact paracompact spaces, then X X q i E o X(i) is paracompact if and only if 
0 i E ,X(i) is paracompact. 
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Proof. ( - ) Trivial. 
(-> Let K(i)cX(i) be compact. Let ql: q ,,,Ni> + q iEOK(i)/E and 
q2: xx q i,,zw + (Xx q iEO K(i))/,? be the usual quotient maps. 
•I ,=,K(i)/E is homeomorphic to (XX 0 i,,K(i))/E. 
It follows from the Lemma 2.2 that both q1 and q2 are closed maps. Since 
q i E ,K(i) is paracompact so is q i E ,K(i)/E and hence also (X X 0 i E ,K(i))/E. 
Then because q2 is closed with Lindeliif fibers, X X q i E ,K(i) is paracompact. It 
follows from the previous lemma that XX Cl i,,X(i) is paracompact. 0 
Definition. Define a reflexive, transitive relation < l on “CO by f < l g if (n E 
W: f(n) &g(n)) is finite. A subset of Ow is unbounded if it is unbounded in 
(“‘w, G l ) and is dominating if it is cofinal in (Ow, < l ). 
b = min{ ( 9 I : 9 is an unbounded subset of “w]. 
c = 2”o. 
b = min( I Sr (: Sr is a dominating subset of “w]. 
Theorem 2.5. If X is a LindelGf space which is not a Hurewicz space but which 
contains a dense Hurewicz subspace, then XX 0 “(w + 1) is not normal. 
Proof. Let (F&: n E W) be a sequence of open covers of X such that for all 
sequences (z;r,: n E o) with Y$ E [%$J <w, X # fl ,, E o U m > n U V,. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that each ‘Z& is countable. Hence, we may write 
FYa = (Uj: i E 0). 
For each x EX, let f, E ww be defined by fx(n) = min{i: x E Vi]. Note that 
n E Unfx@) for all n E W. Let D = {f,: x EX} c Ow and A = {(x, f,): x EX]. 
Claim 1. D is dominating. 
Proof. Suppose D were not dominating. Then there is an f~ ‘@CO such that for 
every f, E D, f,(i) <f(i) for infinitely many i E w. If 7, = {Ui: i <f(n)}, then 
K E [%J? It will now be seen that X = fl n E o U k Pn U Vk. To see this, let 
x E X and n E w. It will suffice to show that x E lJ Yk for some k >, n. 
Since f,(i) <f(i) for infinitely many i E w, there is a k > n for which f,(k) 6 
f(k). Since U,j E 7, whenever i <f(k) and since f,(k) <f(k), Ub@) E Vk. Then, 
since x E UfiCk), x E U 7,. 
Claim 2. Afl (X X E(G)) = $I. 
Proof. Let (z, t) EX x E(w’)). It suffices to show that there is a neighborhood of 
(z, t) which does not contain points of A. Since t E E(G), there is an n E w such 
that t(i) = w for all i 2 n. Let U, = Ub(“) and V= I&,/(i), where V(i) = o + 1 if 
i # n and V(n) = [f=(n) + 1, w]. U, x V is an open set with (z, t) E U, X I/. Let (x, 
f,) EA with x E U,. Since U, = Unfr(“) and x E U,, fJn) <f,(n). Then f&n) G 
[f,(n) + 1, 01 and so f, E V. It follows that A n (U, X V> = @. 
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It will now be shown that the two disjoint closed sets XX E(w’) and 2 cannot 
be separated. Let U, V be open sets with XX E(w’) c U and Ac V. Let H be a 
dense Hurewicz subspace of X. For each (x, f,> EA, let V, X {f,> be an open set 
with (x, f,) E V, x {f,} c V. Also, let h, E H with (h,, f,> E V, X if,} c I/. Such 
an h, exists since H is dense in X. Let B = {(h,, f,>: x E XI c H X 0 “(w + 1). 
Claim 3. B I-I (H x E(w’)) # @, where B is the closure of B in H X q “(w + 1). 
Proof. Suppose B n (H x E(G)) = @. Since H is a Hurewicz space, q : H X 0 “(w 
+ 1) -+ (H X 0 o(o + l))/E is closed by Lemma 2.2. Thus there is an open 
cylinder W= FIi,,W(i> containing w’ such that (H X E(W)) n B = fl. Since D = 
If,: x E X} z”w is dominating, there is an x EX such that f, E E(W). Then 
(h,, f,) E (H X E(W)) rl B, a contradiction. 
It follows from the facts that B n (H X E(G)) # @, B c I/ and H X E(G) c U 
that vn U # fl and, hence, that U n l/z @, i.e., XX 0 w(o + 1) is nonnormal. 0 
3. Properties of Hurewicz spaces 
This section contains several results on Hurewicz spaces. Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 
3.3 are very elementary and have probably been around for a long time. A direct 
proof of Corollary 3.5 is given in Daniels [2]. Theorem 3.11 for separable metric 
spaces is given in Miller [lo]. Theorem 3.12 with “Lindelof replaced by “sep- 
arable metric” was proved by Reclaw [12]. 
Theorem 3.1. Every compact space is a Hurewicz space. 
Proof. This follows easily from the definition of a Hurewicz space. q 
Theorem 3.2. Every closed subspace of a Hurewicz space is a Hurewicz space. 
Proof. Let X be a Hurewicz space and let S LX be a closed subspace of X. Let 
(ZZ: it E w) be a sequence of open covers of S. We may assume that the members 
of Z/: are open in X. If & = %!t U {X\Sl, then (5Q: IZ E w> is a sequence of open 
covers in X and since X is a Hurewicz space, there is a sequence (?r$ 12 E o) with 
K E [Pnli, such that X = U REW U ‘9$ Then, if 9;’ = 7n\{X\S), (yns: it E o) is 
a sequence of open covers of S with “tns E [%:I < o and S G U II E w U Tn. It follows 
that S is a Hurewicz space. q 
Theorem 3.3. Zf X is a Hurewicz space and f : X -+ Y is a continuouls surjection, then 
Y is a Hurewicz space. 
Proof. Let (S?!:: n E o) be a sequence of open covers of Y. If %: = {f-‘(U): 
U E ‘2/T), then <‘Znx: n E 01 is a sequence of open covers of X. Since X is a 
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Hurewicz space, there is a sequence (V,x: n E w) with Kx E [%$I’~ such that 
x= n.,,uxx. 
Let qy = {f(V): VE Kx}. Since V=f-l(U) for some U E 2Jnx, f(V) = 
f(f-l(U)) = UE ‘2: and so K’E [%TICw. It is clear that f(U ymx) = lJ y,’ and 
so Y = f( X) = f( U n E o U ynx> = U n E w lJ yEy, i.e., Y is a Hurewicz space. 0 
For the next theorem the following definition is needed. 
Definition. If X is a space, then R’(X) is the set of all Hurewicz subspaces of X. 
Theorem 3.4. A space X is a Hurewicz space if and only if every cover (G,: 
HE 2?‘(X)} of X, where GH 2 H is a G,-set, has a countable subcover. 
Proof. (a) This is obvious. 
(=> Let (22”: IZ E w) be a sequence of open covers of X. For each HE 2’(X), 
2& is an open cover of H. Since H is a Hurewicz space, there is a sequence (xH: 
now) with T~~E[%J<o such that for all IZ E w, H c U m r .V,“, where V,” = 
u ymH. 
If o,“= U m a J,“, then GH = ll n E “0: is a G,-set containing H. By hypothe- 
sis, the cover (G,: H E 2’(X)) of X has a countable subcover B = {G,,,,, GH1,. . .I. 
For each n E o, let T’ = U i ~ .KHr. It is clear that K’ E [ gn’,l <O. We now show 
that X= n.,,U,..UT;. 
Fix n E O. Let Hi E 2@(X) with GH, E g. For m > n + i, Fi 2 Fmq and so for 
m>n+i, lJT,“le U7;. It follows that lJm2n+ilJ7mHi~ lJm>n+ilJ7A~ 
U m2nUT$ Then G,,EO/;~= Um.n+iU7mHi~ lJ,..lJ7$ Since i was cho- 
sen arbitrarily and lJ i E @GHi = X, X = U m a n U 7;. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Zf X= U n E ,X,, and each X,, is a Hurewicz space, then X is a 
Hurewicz space. 
Proof. This is clear from the previous theorem. 0 
Definition. A space is a P-space if every G,-set is open. 
Corollary 3.6. Let f : X + Y be a closed, continuous surjection such that f - ‘( y > rS a 
Hurewicz space for each y E Y. Zf Y is a Lindeliif P-space, then X is a Hurewicz 
space. 
Proof. Let Sf?+= (f-‘(y): y E Y) cS’(X). Let GH 2 H be a G,-set for each 
H E 2’. Since f is closed and Y is a P-space, there is an open set VH in Y such 
that H c f-l(&) c G,. Since f is surjective 7= {V,: H E 2’) is an open cover of 
Y and since Y is Lindeliif, 7 has a subcover V’ = U&ji,,. Then ~f-‘<VHi>}i,, 
covers X and, therefore, (GHiliEo covers X. It follows that every cover {GH: 
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HE.%‘(X)} of X, h w ere G, 2H is a G,-set, has a countable subcover. Hence, X 
is a Hurewicz space by Theorem 3.4. q 
Corollary 3.7. A P-space is a Hurewicz space if and only if it is Lindeltif _ 
Proof. (~1 This is trivial since every Hurewicz space is Lindeldf. 
( (=) Let X be a Lindelijf P-space. Then the identity map f : X -+ X satisfies the 
conditions of the previous corollary and so X is a Hurewicz space. q 
The next theorem, besides being interesting in itself, will be useful when we give 
consistency results, using Martin’s axiom, in the next section. 
Theorem 3.8. A Lindel6f space X is a Hurewicz space if and only $ every cover {G,: 
HE%(X)} ofX, h w ere G, 2 H is a G,-set, has a subcover of cardinality < b. 
Proof. ( - ) This is obvious. 
(=) Let ($!Y~: n E o) be a sequence of open covers of X. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that Z.!” is countable. Write ZZ’~ = {UL: i E w}. For each 
H E Z(X), (22$ n E w) is a sequence of open covers of H. 
Fix H EZ(X). For each x E H let f, EGO be defined by fx(n) = min{i: 
x E U,i} and let D, = {f,: x E H}. Let F : H + D, be defined by F(x) = f,. 
Claim 1. D, is not dominating. 
Proof. Suppose D, were dominating. Write D, = {d,),, s. For each d, E D,, 
choose a point x, E F-‘Cd,) and let A = {(x,, d,): s E S}. Exactly the same proof 
as the proof of Claim 2 of Theorem 2.5 shows that An (H X E(w’)) = @. Since H 
is a Hurewicz space, the quotient map 4 : H X 0 w(o + 1) + (H X 0 “(w + l))/E 
is closed by Lemma 2.2. Thus there is an open cylinder v such that H X E(G) c H 
x E(V) c q @(w + l)\x However, D, is dominating so there is a d, ED, with 
d, EE(V). Th en ( x,, d,) E (H X E(V)) n A, a contradiction. 
By Claim 1, there is a g, EGO such that for every x E H, gH(i) > f,(i) for 
infinitely many i E o. Let VnH = {U,‘: i <g,(n)). Virtually the same proof as the 
proof of Claim 1 of Theorem 2.5 shows that H c n n E w IJ k an U TkH. Let 0: = 
U kbnUTkH and let GH= n n E,O/. It is clear that GH 2 H is a G&-set. By 
hypothesis, the cover {G,: H E Z(X)} of X has a subcover ZY = 
(GHO, GH1, -. 13 GHc,. - * } where 5 < K < b. Since {gHt: 5 < K} has cardinal&y < b, it 
is bounded. Thus there is a g E~U.I such that gHE < l g for all 5 < K. Let Fn’ = {Ui: 
i <g(n)}. It is clear that Yn’ E [%n]<o for each n E w. 
Claim 2. For each n Em, X= U,,,UT$ 
Proof. Fix n E o. Let Hs E Z(X) with GH* E 9. Since g,* < l g, there is an N E w 
such that gH$n) <g(n) for n 2 N. Then for any m > N, U YmHc G lJ Y$ It follows 
that U mZnUYmHc c u ,anUTL. Then GHfcO”H(= Uma,UY’jmH~~ 
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U m .+ n U 5?$ Since 5 < K was chosen arbitrarily, X = lJ d<KGH5 c lJ m ~ n lJ Y$ 
i.e., X= U,,,lJT$ 
Since n E o was chosen arbitrarily, X = (7 n EO lJ m rn lJ Y’$ i.e., X is a 
Hurewicz space. q 
Corollary 3.9. If X = U f < K X, is Lindeltif, K < 6 and each X, is a Hurewicz space, 
then X is a Hurewicz space. 
Proof. This is clear from the previous theorem. 0 
Definition. Let X be a space, A LX and K be a regular cardinal. X is K-con- 
centrated on A if for every open set U IA, 1 X\ U 1 < K. If K = q, then we say 
that X is concentrated on A. 
Corollary 3.10. Zf X is a Lindelif space which is b-concentrated on a Hurewicz 
subspace H cX, then X is a Hurewicz space. 
Proof. Let A? = {H} U{(x): x EX} c&“(X). Let G, 2 S be a G,-set for each 
S E Z(X). If S = H, then I X\ G, I < 6 since X is b-concentrated on H. Let 
X\GH=Cx&<K, where K < 6. If Z-“’ = {H} U ((xc): 5 < K), then I 2-Y’ I < 6 and 
(G,: S E Z’} covers X. By Theorem 3.8, X is a Hurewicz space. 0 
Theorem 3.11. Zf X k a Lindelif space with I X I < b, then X is a Hurewicz space. 
Proof. Suppose X is not a Hurewicz space. Then, as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, 
we can construct a dominating set D = If,: x EX} G~W. If F : X + D is defined by 
F(x) = f,, then F is a surjection of a set with cardinality < b onto a set with 
cardinality 2 6, a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 3.12. A zero-dimensional Lindeliif space is a Hurewicz space if and only if it 
cannot be mapped continuously onto a dominating subset of Oo. 
Proof. ( * > Suppose X is a zero-dimensional Lindelof Hurewicz space and there is 
a continuous surjection f : X + D, where D ~“0 is dominating. By Theorem 3.3, 
D is a Hurewicz space. This contradicts Example 4.1 (to be proved later). 
(e=> We show that if X is a zero-dimensional Lindelof space which is not a 
Hurewicz space, then X can be mapped continuously onto a dominating subset of 
“0. 
Since X is not a Hurewicz space, there is a sequence (Zn: n E w) of open covers 
of X such that whenever (Yn: n E w) is a sequence with Yn E [ Zn’,l < O, X # 
l-l Urn,,, )2EO U “tm. Without loss of generality, we may assume that FY~ = {Ui: 
i E 01, where Vi is clopen in X. 
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For each x EX, let f, E”O be defined by f,(n) = min{i: x E Ui}, let D = {f,: 
x E X} dew and F : X + D be defined by F(X) = f,. F is clearly a surjection and 
the fact that D is dominating was proved in Claim 1 of Theorem 2.5. It will now be 
shown that F is continuous. 
Let x EX and let I/ be a neighborhood of F(x) in D ~“‘w. It suffices to find a 
neighborhood U, of x such that F(UJ 5 I/. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that I/= {f E D: f(i) = f,(i) for i G n} for some n E w. Let Uj = UjfJj)\ 
U- 1 <fxcj,q and let U, = n jGnUj. U, is a neighborhood of x. If x’ E U,, then for 
every j Q n, x’ E rl-if,(j)\ U I <fxcj,l.$~ and so f,,(j) = f,< j) for j G n. It follows that 
F(Y) = f,, E V,. Then F(U,) G V since x’ E U, was arbitrary. q 
Theorem 3.13. A zero-dimensional, separable metric space is a Hurewicz space if and 
only if it is not homeomorphic to a dominating subset of “o. 
Proof. (*) This follows from Example 4.1, to be proved later. 
( = 1 Let X be a zero-dimensional, separable metric space, with metric d, which 
is not a Hurewicz space. We show that X is homeomorphic to a dominating subset 
of ww. 
Let (Z$: n E w) be a sequence of open covers of X such that whenever (Z$ 
n E w) is a sequence with 7, E [ %J < “‘, X # (7 n E: o U m ~ n lJ 7,. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume 
(i) & = {U,i: i E o) is countable and 
(ii) Uj is clopen with 6(Ui) < l/n, where S(UL> = max{d(x, y): x, y E U$. 
For each x EX, let f, E mm be defined by f,(n) = minli: x E Ui}. If D = {f,: 
x EX), then the same proof as in Claim 1 of Theorem 2.5 shows that D is 
dominating. Let F : X --+ D be defined by F(x) = f,. The same proof as in the 
previous theorem shows that F is a continuous surjection. We next show that F is 
an injection. 
Let x, y EX with x # y. Let n E o be such that l/n < d(x, y)/2. Since 
x E Unfr(“) and y E Unfy(“) and since 8(UnfzCn)> < l/n and 8(U,fyCn)> < l/n, UnfxCn) n 
Unfv@) = fl, because l/n < d(x, y)/2. It follows that f,(n) f f,(n) and hence F(x) 
f F(y). Finally, we show that F is an open map. 
For each x EX, let 9x = {B,“: n E w) be defined by induction as follows: 
B,” = Urfx”‘\ U U; 
i <f&O) 
and 
B,“= U,fx’“‘\ 
( 
U UL nB,“_,. 
i <.fJn) 1 
Claim. ~29~ is a base at x. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for every ball B(x, r> = {y E X: d(x, y> < r), there 
is an n E o such that B,” cB(x, r). Let n E w be such that l/n cr. Since 
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x E B," c Unfx@) and since &V>(n)) < l/n < r, Unfx@) G B(x, r). It follows that x E 
B,” c B(n, r) and so ~8~ is a base at x. 
For each x E X, IZ E w, the set v,X = {f~ D: f(i) =f,(i) for i G n} is open in 
D c Ow. Since ~3’~ is a base for X, it will follow that F is an open map once we 
show that F(B,“) = V,* for x EX, n E w. For any y E X, y E B,” if and only if 
Y E uflci’\ U i<fx(j) j U’ for all j G n if and only if f,< j) =f,( j) for all j G IZ if and 
only if .fY = F(y) E V,*. Thus, F(B,“) = Vnx. 0 
Remark. A different proof of the above theorem was shown to me by Arnie Miller. 
The basic idea for the above proof comes from Miller [lo]. 
It follows from the last theorem and Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 that XX 0 “(w + 1) 
is nonnormal (in ZFC), where XC ww, if and only if X is homeomorphic to a 
dominating subset of “‘w. 
4. Examples 
Throughout this section, Q, P, IF! will be used to denote the rationals, the 
irrationals and the reals, respectively. CH is short for “continuum hypothesis” and 
MA abbreviates “Martin’s axiom”. We will implicitly use the fact that, under b = b 
or b = c, Cl “(w + 1) is paracompact (see Williams [171). 
Example 4.1. If D d”o is dominating, then D is not a Hurewicz space and hence 
D X 0 O(CLJ + 1) is not normal. 
Proof. For each x ED and IZ E w, let U,X = (f~ D: f(i) =x(i) for i <n). If 
‘?!Y” = {U,X: x ED}, then (Vn: 12 E w) is a sequence of open covers of D. Let (Tn: 
n E w) be any sequence with ?n E [gn] <“‘. Without loss of generality, assume 
“v, # @. If g EGO is defined by g(n) = max{x(n>: U,X E V,} + 1, then for any m E w, 
g E U Ym since for any n E U Ym, x(m) <g(m). Since D is dominating, there is 
anfEDandanNEwsuchthatf(i)>g(i)fori>N.Thenf4lJ~, formaN 
and hence Dz n,,,U m ~ n U Ym. It follows that D is not a Hurewicz space. 
The “hence” part of the example now follows from Theorem 2.5. 0 
Definition. The Michael line M is the set R retopologized by declaring (U GM: U 
is open in R} u {{xl: x E 5’) to be a base. 
Definition. A dominating subset of w. is called a scale if it is well ordered by < l .
Remark. Assuming b = b, there is a scale in type b (see van Douwen [161). 
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Example 4.2 (b = ol)_ Let B G~O_I be a scale in type wl. If X = B U Q, as a 
subspace of the Michael line, then XX 0 “(w + 1) is paracompact but XX P is 
not normal. 
Proof. X, as a subspace of IR, is concentrated on the rationals (see Miller [19]) and 
SC, as a subspace of the Michael line, it is also concentrated on the rationals. Since 
,Y is also LindelGf, X is a Hurewicz space by Corollary 3.10. By Theorem 2.4, 
XX 0 W(o + 1) is paracompact. That XX P is not normal is proved in van 
Douwen [16, p.1531. q 
Example 4.3 (b < b = c). Let X G o” be unbounded such that < * well orders X in 
type b. Then X x III “‘(0 + 1) is paracompact but X x M is not normal, where M 
is the Michael line. 
Proof. Since X is Lindeliif and I X 1 < b, X is Hurewicz by Theorem 3.11. Then 
XX q O(o + 1) is paracompact by Theorem 2.4. The proof that XX M is not 
normal is essentially the same as the proof that P x M is not normal. EI 
Definition. An uncountable set of reals is a Sierpiiiski set if its intersection with 
every measure zero set is countable. 
Example 4.4. If X is a SierpiAski set, then X is a Hurewicz space. Furthermore, 
assuming CH, XX Cl “(w t- 1) is paracompact. 
Proof. For a proof that every Sierpiiiski set is a Hurewicz space, see Miller [lo]. 
Assuming CH, Sierpi6ski sets exist (Miller [9]) and so XX 0 O(o + 1) is paracom- 
pact by Theorem 2.4. 0 
Definition. Let K be a regular cardinal. A set of reals is a K-Luzin set if it has 
cardinality K and its intersection with every meager set has cardinality less than K. 
An w,-Luzin set is called a Luzin set. 
Assuming MA, c-Luzin sets exist. Assuming MA + lCH, Luzin sets do not 
exist, but Luzin sets do exist under CH. It is not hard to see that if X is a K-Luzin 
set, then X is K-concentrated on every countable dense subset of the reals (see 
Miller [9]). 
Example 4.5. If X is a b-Luzin set, then X is a Hurewicz space. Furthermore, 
assuming MA, XX q “(w + 1) is paracompact. 
Proof. Let S GX be a countable dense subset of X and let D = S u ((R\x) f~ Q). 
D is a countable dense subset of R since for every open set V in R, either 
VnX# @, in which case I/n S # fl or I/n (R\x) # @, in which case I/n ((R\x) 
nQ)z@. 
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Let Ox2 S be open in X. Then there is a set 0 open in R’ such that 
O~X=OX.IfLr=OU([W\X),thenUisopenin[WandU~D.ThenIX\UI <b. 
However, X\U=X\(O u (!R\x)) =X\O =X\Ox and so I X\O x I <b. Thus 
X is b-concentrated on a countable subset of itself and so is a Hurewicz space by 
Corollary 3.10. 
Assuming MA, b-Luzin sets exist and since MA implies that b = b, X x q “(w 
+ 1) is paracompact by Theorem 2.4. q 
Example 4.6 (MA). There is a Hurewicz subset X of the real line such that 
XX 0 “(w + 1) is paracompact but X2 X •i “(w + 1) is not normal. 
Proof. Sierpiiiski [13] constructed, under CH, a Luzin set X such that there is a 
continuous surjection f : X2 4”~. The same technique can be used to construct, 
under MA, a b-Luzin set X such that there is a continuous surjection f : X2 +@a. 
Since X is a b-Luzin set, X is a Hurewicz space by the previous example and so 
XX 0 “‘(0 + 1) is paracompact by Theorem 2.4. X2 is not a Hurewicz space since 
if it was, then “o would be by Theorem 3.3, contradicting Example 4.1. By 
Theorem 2.5, X2 X 0 @(w + 1) is not normal. 0 
Remark. Lawrence [5] gives an interesting ZFC example of a Lindelof space Y and 
a subset X of the real line such that XX Y is paracompact but X2 X Y is not 
normal. The X that he uses is a Bernstein set and it is not difficult to show that 
such a space is not Hurewicz. This fact, together with the previous example, 
suggests the following question. Is there a ZFC example of a Lindeliif space Y and 
a Hurewicz subspace X of the real line such that XX Y is paracompact but 
X2 X Y is not normal? 
5. Questions 
Question 5.1. Is it consistent hat if XG”O is not homeomorphic to a dominating 
subset of “0, then X2 is not homeomorphic to a dominating subset of “w? What if 
“dominating” is replaced by “unbounded”? 
Question 5.2. Is there a ZFC example of a Hurewicz space Xc IF8 such that X2 is 
not a Hurewicz space? (See Alster [ll for an interesting example of a (nonmetric) 
Hurewicz space X for which X2 is not normal.) 
Question 5.3. If {X(i& E w is a collection of Hurewicz spaces such that the product 
of every finite subcollection is a Hurewicz space, is 0 i E ,X(i) consistently para- 
compact if, say I Xi I G w,? What about pseudonormal? 
Question 5.4. Is there a Lindelof space X which does not contain a dense 
Hurewicz subspace? If so, is XX q “(w + 1) consistently paracompact? 
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Question 5.5. For which X (not necessarily Lindel6f) is X X 0 “(w + 1) consis- 
tently paracompact? Nonnormal? 
Question 5.6. For which compact X is 0 “‘X consistently paracompact? 
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